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This is my main area of ELT management experience and expertise. For 20 years I was a branch director 

at the Instituto Anglo Mexicano de Cultura (now The Anglo, part of the Anglo Mexican Foundation), 

including being the founder director of one of its provincial branches; for 2 years I was the central 

director of studies there; for 6 months I was acting director general; for 2 years I was director of 

operations, setting up several ‘new-style’ branches to compete with the many commercial English 

institutes that arose over the 1980s; and I did consultancy work for several university language centres, 

through the British Council and free-lance, up to 2012. All that should make this article of at least some 

use to ELT centre management staff today still, or it might make it a bunch of old man’s anecdotes, or 

a bit of both. I’ll start with a bit of anecdotal history. 

 

Why and how ELT centres started and spread in Latin America 

There were private class teachers of English in Mexico and some small ELT schools or institutes before 

the Instituto Anglo Mexicano de Cultura was set up in 1943, run largely by The British Council at first, 

and then the Instituto Mexicano Norteamericano de Relaciones Culturales in 1947.  And after that, more 

small ELT schools opened up, but ‘the Anglo’ and ‘Relaciones Culturales’ overwhelmingly dominated the 

Mexican ELT centre scene in Mexico City up to the 1980s, with as many as 60,000 or 70,000 students 

between them, plus branches or affiliated institutes in some major cities around the country. 

Then as now, the private class teachers were in ELT to make a living, and the ‘commercial’ schools or 

institutes to make a profit. The Anglo and Relaciones Culturales, on the other hand, were in ELT as part 

of a ‘diplomatic’ and ‘inter-cultural’ mission, directly related to the Second World War in the case of 

the Anglo and The British Council (promoting pro-British sentiment in a region where there might be 

pro-German, and pro-Italian sentiment). For that mission, they had regular cultural and social events as 

well as English courses. However, they were – or became – largely self-funding, so the successful 

‘marketing’ of English courses was almost as vital for their survival as for that of private class teachers 

and commercial institutes. Surviving, or prospering, in the ELT marketplace is fundamental to the 

management of most ELT centres (except, perhaps, in those with a captive market, as in some 

institutions of higher education).  

In the last half of the 20th century, even as more and more teenagers, and then children, received 

English classes at school, the adult ELT market grew extremely fast. When I started my first ELT 

management job, as Director of the Sucursal Sur of the Anglo in 1967, the queue of people wanting to 

enrol in our courses stretched around the block for two or three weeks and most courses were full 

before they started. Those were the days! Well, perhaps not: an Anglo branch director’s job in those 

days included teaching several courses, coordinating and developing teachers, often substituting 

absent teachers, timetabling, hiring-managing-firing staff  (from teachers to cleaners), trouble-shooting 

with staff and students, assisting with enrolments (at the reception desk through to counting the takings 

at the end of the day,  getting home at 10pm or after),  and budgeting. Advertising and promotion of 



courses and events was handled by the Head 

Office and Main Institute in Mexico City, but 

later, as a provincial branch director in Puebla 

from 1976, that was part of the job also, as well 

as getting the permits for it to open. Few would 

do that job today, and it would very likely be 

some kind of disaster, anyway. 

Note that almost all English courses in ELT centres were for adults only until the 1980s, due, no doubt,  

to the increasing demand for proficiency in English in professional and skilled work and in higher 

professional studies, along with the general failure of school ELT. From the 1980s, the Mexican ELT 

centre scene – and market – began to change fast, probably as a consequence of increasing demand 

for English classes after regular school (for adults) and outside regular school (for teenagers and 

children, still with ELT generally failing in schools), the economic crisis of 1982, which shook up thinking 

about commercial enterprises of all kinds, and the success (and search for new markets) of commercial 

ELT schools and chains of schools in English-speaking countries. They now include the Instituto Anglo 

Americano, Berlitz, Harmon Hall, Interlingua, International House and Quick Learning, among others. 

The arrival and growth of such commercial ELT centres hit the not-for-profit Anglo and Relaciones 

Culturales like an ice bucket challenge that wasn’t going to stop unless they radically changed their 

management and organizational style and structure. The Anglo had already started courses for 

teenagers as well as adults, and they later started courses for children, and those became its new 

growth areas (not touched by many commercial ELT centres). But note that teenagers and children 

require new arrangements for security and care, among other considerations, which has its costs. Much 

more had to be changed if the old bi-cultural centres were to survive, let alone thrive. In fact, Relaciones 

Culturales closed down in 1993, mainly over a labour dispute, but also considering the Mexican ELT 

centre situation described above. The Anglo has survived very well, but is radically different now from 

what it was 50 years ago, or even 25, along with commercial ELT centres like those mentioned above, 

and the ELT (or language) centres that major universities and institutions of higher education have set 

up, mostly since the 1980s, many open to the general public, and with courses for teenagers and 

children. The Mexican ELT centre scene – and market – is rather crowded now and very competitive.   

 

The changing styles or models of ELT centre 

I’d guess that the factotum-director model of ELT centre described above is quite rare nowadays, 

though it probably still exists, especially in small centres with an owner-manager-teacher at the helm.  

Of course, a good ELT centre has really always been the product of team work and not mainly the 

‘heroics’, acrobatics and perhaps hysterics of one person, and has also usually had some kind of shared 

linguistic-cultural-social life bonding many of the people, in different posts and jobs, that help make the 

centre run well. ELT centre teams are generally much more structured and compartmentalized now. 

There’s often a dedicated administrative side of the team (sometimes the dominant side now, 

especially in commercial language centres) and an ELT side. It’s important that the administrative side 

should have a good understanding and appreciation of the ELT side, and that at least the top people on 

the ELT side should have a fair understanding of administration systems and issues too. A lack of 

People (adults only) queuing at Relaciones Culturales in its heyday, the 1970s 



understanding or actual misunderstanding can be highly prejudicial or fatal for an ELT centre. It helps 

enormously if the key people on the administrative side speak English well and continually consult and 

involve people on the ELT side in plans and key decisions. In fact, some of these can only be sensibly 

made jointly between the administrative and the ELT sides, e.g. the types of course and other services 

to be launched as new ventures (such as courses for young children or a proficiency test) or, on the 

other hand, to be dropped or radically changed because of low uptake or other problems.  

The administrative side of the team often has to report to a board of directors, or higher authorities in 

an institution of higher education, and get approval for new projects, changes of strategy and other key 

decisions, which may put constraints on the operation of the centre that purely ELT people don’t like 

or even resent, calling for explanation and discussion with the ELT people. The administrative side also 

has to take care of things that ELT operations within regular schools don’t: business (or enterprise) 

planning; acquiring, adapting and maintaining premises and facilities; getting permits and registrations; 

preparing budgets and managing finances; doing marketing and promotion; designing and developing 

enrolment and other customer-handling systems; and so on. All that is vital for the smooth running and 

success of the ELT centre, whether commercial, not-for-profit or a service provider within an institution 

of higher education or other community. 

Within the environment created and maintained by the administrative side (a favourable one for ELT, 

it is to be hoped), and in collaboration with the administrative side, the ELT side has to do its best for 

the students and customers (who may include the parents of children and teenagers). 

 

The English language teaching in ELT centres (or language centres) 

Here are some of the basic questions and considerations for ELT courses and services in centres 

dedicated to the teaching of English (or English and other languages): 

What courses and other services to offer? 

Unless this is largely pre-determined (e.g. in a university language centre, most courses will be for 

undergraduate students, and in a large company’s language centre, for staff), decisions on the courses 

to offer should initially be based on market research or assessment, which might lead to courses for 

adults only, for children and teenagers only, or for both, and perhaps for preparation courses for a 

specific set of proficiency tests. After a centre has been running for some years, initial decisions may be 

revised based on how the operation has been going and on requests from students and would-be 

students (e.g. by request, courses for children and teenagers might be added to the original ones for 

adults only, and more intermediate and advanced courses and fewer beginner courses might be offered 

as students progress upwards). 

Some chains of ELT centre specialize in a limited range of ‘products and services’ (like fast-food chains 

and other businesses), but even they should be open to change and innovation as demanded by the 

market and as opportunity offers. 

Most ELT centres have a very mixed student population, which usually calls for general purpose English 

courses (EGP), but some have a more defined population, which may allow (and actually demand) some 

kind of ESP (e.g. Business English in ELT centres in business areas of metropolitan cities, and English for 

Hospitality and Tourist Services in ELT centres in holiday resort areas). 



What ELT approach, or approaches, to take? 

Long gone are the days when the choice seemed to be among a few defined methods or approaches 

(Audio-Lingual or Structural-Situational or early CLT or even Natural Approach). But some ELT centres 

still have a ‘proprietary approach/method’, perhaps embodied in textbooks produced in-house by a 

chain of ELT centres, or consisting of strict guidelines for the use of a series of textbooks selected from 

those available on the open market. Such approaches usually have a brief training course or programme 

for new teachers (even those with a degree in ELT and considerable experience), and regular 

supervision through class observations to ensure that teachers stick to “our approach”.  

Certainly, it’s very important for all teachers in an ELT centre to take essentially the same approach in 

their ELT, and common textbooks, teachers’ meetings and class observations (among teachers as well 

as by supervisors) are usually fundamental for that. However, I believe it’s usually best when teachers 

add something of themselves to their ELT, and, very importantly, try to attend to the needs and wants 

of specific groups and of students within each group. Also, it’s not rational or professional to be using 

the same approach with the same materials year after year and decade after decade: not only is ELT 

likely to have evolved significantly over a decade, but the market also. 

The best ELT centres I’ve known have depended on their ELT coordination and teaching staff to maintain 

high quality ELT and to develop and modify it when appropriate, and have tried not only to get good 

ELT people but to keep them. ELT staff should be capable of moving with the times, as well as 

responding to their customers’ needs and wants. 

These needs and wants may be quite homogeneous (e.g. adults only, wanting/needing English for a 

variety of purposes, which means EGP methodology and materials) or they may be clearly differentiated 

(e.g. young children, teenagers, adults, perhaps some of the last wanting preparation courses for fairly 

academic or professional proficiency tests like TOEFL or IELTS).  In that latter case, significantly different 

approaches and materials are required for the different types of student in different courses, and large 

language centres can benefit from dedicated coordinators, e.g. for children’s courses, for teenagers’ 

courses, for general adults’ courses, for proficiency test courses. There may even be specific purposes 

courses for adults (e.g. English for Academic Purposes courses in a higher education language centre, 

and the courses in Business English and English for Hospitality and Tourist Services mentioned above). 

These may call for notably different approaches to ELT, e.g. much more reading of formal texts than 

usual for EAP, and more work on prepared spoken presentations of information in Business English. 

How to create a favourable language learning environment in an ELT centre (and attract and hold 

customers)? 

Most ELT is done in environments and in classrooms not set up specifically for ELT. Schools (with the 

exception of bilingual ones) usually treat English as just another subject, along with maths, geography, 

biology and the rest, and classes for all subjects (except laboratory and workshop ones) take place in 

the same classrooms and school environment. In many schools, one notable aspect of that environment 

is that English teachers are the only members of staff who speak English (sometimes not very well), and 

in almost all schools very few other members of staff do. In Latin America, most public schools (which 

serve around 90% of the population) have beginner-elementary English courses in lower secondary 

school (not to mention primary school),and again in upper secondary school, and yet again in higher 

education for students who continue to that level. Most school students never see, or become, 



intermediate or advanced level learners of English because nobody progresses beyond A2, and few get 

even that far. Some of them, or their parents, turn to ELT or language centres, where the environment 

is, or should be, the opposite. 

English (perhaps along with other languages) is the raison d'être. The whole centre is, or should be, 

themed for the learning of English, with posters (some with substantial texts to read), notices and other 

things in English on the walls and doors. All the teachers are ELT (or other language) specialists, and 

other members of staff also speak English. Perhaps even more important, there are students at 

intermediate and advanced level, who speak English outside the classroom with teachers, and perhaps 

among themselves. 

Some of that, especially the students at higher levels, may not exist in a brand new ELT centre, but it 

should be built over the years as students progress upwards in the centre: in year 3, 4 or 5, some of the 

students who entered as beginners in the first year or two should be in upper intermediate and 

advanced courses, and there may eventually be more of those courses than courses for beginners. 

Almost all aspects of a good and developing ELT centre can be exploited to attract and hold customers. 

They should all contribute to its strongest element – its reputation, which can only be built on good ELT 

and results. Most people first visit or call an ELT centre because they’ve heard good things about it (as 

they say, the best marketing is done by satisfied customers). When they enter the centre, prospective 

customers should be favourably impressed (posters and notices in English, people speaking English, 

helpful and efficient staff). After some weeks of their first course there, and again and again after, they 

should feel that they’re really learning English at last, or that they’re progressing better than before. 

Then they may mention the centre positively to relatives, friends and colleagues, and a virtuous circle 

has begun to turn, or an existing one is kept turning. 

That virtuous circle has to be oiled and maintained, of course. Any significant decline or blip in the 

quality of ELT, other ELT services, and customer attention services can affect its motion, and even 

reverse it into a vicious circle. And don’t think everything can be controlled. What can be called ‘fortune’ 

can affect even the best ELT centre negatively – things like an economic recession, another and more 

‘aggressive’ centre opening nearby, a shift of potential customers away from the area of the centre, 

and perhaps, one day, a miraculous improvement in public school ELT. Then you’ll need all your 

ingenuity, pragmatism, and, perhaps, stoicism. 


